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The Divine Word was the center of Life in my Humanity.  
My Humanity had its limits and the Word was without limits, Immense and Infinite. 

 
I was following my round in the Divine Volition and arrived to the Acts that He did in the 

humanity of Our Lord, my sweet Jesus, moving in my interior said to me: 

 
“My daughter, the Divine Word was the center of Life in my Humanity 

They were inseparable the one from the other. 

My Humanity had its limits and the Word was without limits, Immense and Infinite, 

So My Humanity  could not restrict inside of It the whole interminable Light of the Word. 

 
This Light overflowed outside. Its rays overflowing out of the center of my Humanity,  

went out  

- from my Hands, from my Feet, from the Mouth, from the Heart,  

- from the Eyes, from all the parts of my Humanity. 

 
All my Acts flowed in this Light,  

- that more than solar rays invested everything and retraced all the acts of creatures,  

- in order to give His. 

So that the acts of them invested by His Light,  

- may take His Form and fuse together   
so that they might acquire the Value, the Beauty of His Acts.  

 

 

But what was not the sorrow of my Humanity,  
- in seeing Itself, His Acts,  rejected by creatures even in the Light of the Eternal Word, and  

- to see the Word itself rendered impossible to operate the transformation that He wanted to 

do in creatures?  

 

Every Act rejected was a sorrow. And every act of creatures converted itself for my 

Humanity into bitterness and offense.  

 

How hard it is to want to do some good, to do it and not to find one who receives this good.  

This sorrow lasts yet.  

Because everything what  my Humanity did in the Light of the eternal Word, exists, and will 

exist always, and is always in the Act of doing that which It has done one time 
 
And it is as trapped awaiting that the creature receives the transmission of His Acts. 

So that one might be the Act, one the Value, one the Will, one the Love, on both parts.  

 

And only with my Fiat reigning can the work that I did in the Redemption have its total 

Completion. Because with the light of Him, creatures will take away the blindfold and will let 

flow in them all the Good that the Eternal Word came to do in my Humanity for Love of 
creatures.” 

 

Whence while he said this, I saw my sweet Jesus, from within his interior went forth so much 

Light that It invested everything and everyone. 


